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Abstra t
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Consider two orthogonal losed hains on a ylinder. The hains are monotone with respe t to the angle .
We wish to rigidly move one hain so that the total area between the two hains is minimized. This is a geometri
measure of similarity between two repeating melodies proposed by O Maidn. We present an O(n) time algorithm
to ompute this measure if  is not allowed to vary, and an O(n2 log n) time algorithm for unrestri ted rigid
motions on the surfa e of the ylinder.

suÆx trees [2℄.
O Maidn [10℄ proposed a geometri measure of the distan e between two melodies, Ma and Mb. The melodies
are modelled as monotoni pit h-duration re tilinear
fun tions of time as depi ted in Figure 1. O Maidn
measures the distan e between the two melodies by the
area between the two polygonal hains. This re tilinear
representation of a melody is equivalent to the triplet
melody representation in [9℄.
In a more general setting su h as musi retrieval systems, we may onsider mat hing a short query melody
against a larger stored melody. Furthermore, the query
may be presented in a di erent key (transposed in the
verti al dire tion) and in a di erent tempo (s aled linearly in the horizontal dire tion). Fran u and NevillManning [4℄ ompute the minimum area between two
su h hains, taken over all possible transpositions. They
do this for a onstant number of pit h values and s aling fa tors, and ea h hain is divided into m and n equal
time-steps. They laim (without des ibing in detail) that
their algorithm takes O(nm) time, where n and m are
the number of unit time-steps in ea h query. This time
bound an be a hieved with a brute-for e approa h. In
this paper we solve a similar problem, in a more general
setting.
In some musi domains su h as Indian lassi al musi ,
Balinese gamelan musi and Afri an musi , the melodies
are y li , i.e. they repeat over and over. In Indian musi these y li melodies are alled talas [13℄. Two su h
monophoni melodies may be represented by orthogonal

Introdu tion

We have all heard numerous melodies, whether they
ome from ommer ial jingles, jazz ballads, operati aria,
or any of a variety of di erent sour es. How a human
dete ts similarities in melodies has been studied extensively [11, 7℄. There has also been some e ort in modeling melodies so that similarities an be dete ted algorithmi ally. Some results in this fas inating study of
musi al per eption and omputation an be found in a
olle tion edited by Hewlett and Selfridge-Field [6℄.
Similarity measures for melodies nd appli ation
in ontent-based retrieval methods for large musi
databases su h as query by humming (QBH) [5, 12℄
but also in other diverse appli ations su h as helping
prove musi opyright infringement [3℄. Previous work
on melodi similarity is based on methods like approximate string-mat hing algorithms [1, 8℄, hierar hi al orrelation fun tions [9℄ and two-dimensional augmented
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Figure 1: The area between two melodies, Ma and Mb.
polygonal hains on the surfa e of a ylinder, as shown
in Figure 2. This is similar to Thomas Edison's ylinder
phonographs, where a melody repeats after the ylinder
has rotated 2 degrees. We onsider the problem of omputing the minimum area between two su h hains of size
n, over all translations on the surfa e of the ylinder.
We present two algorithms to nd the minimum area
between two given orthogonal melodies with periods of
2. The rst algorithm will assume that the  dire tion
is xed. The se ond algorithm will nd the minimum
area when both the z and  relative positions may be
varied. We will assume that the verti es de ning Ma
and Mb are given in the order in whi h they appear in
the melodies.

in Figure 3. This set of lines partitions the area between
the melodies into quadrangles Ci , i = 1; : : : ; k, de ned
by two verti al lines and two horizontal segments,
one
from ea h melody. Note that k is at most n2 . If Mb
starts ompletely below Ma, then as Mb moves in the
positive z dire tion, the lower horizontal segment (from
Mb ) will approa h the upper xed horizontal segment
while the area of Ci de reases linearly until the horizontal segments are oin ident (when this o urs, the area
of Ci is zero). Then the upper horizontal segment (now
from Mb) will move away from the lower xed horizontal segment while the area of Ci in reases linearly. We
will onsider the verti al position of Mb to be the zoordinate of its rst edge. When this edge overlaps the
rst edge of Ma, we have z = 0. Let Ai (z) denote the
area of Ci as a fun tion of z. At zi, Ai(zi ) = 0. These
k positions of Mb where an Ai (z ) is zero will be alled
z -events. The slope of Ai (z ) is determined by the length
of the horizontal segments of Ci . P
The total area between
Ma and Mb is given by A(z ) = ki=1 Ai (z ). Note that
sin e A(z) is the sum of pie ewise-linear onvex fun tions, it too is pie ewise-linear and onvex. Furthermore
its minimum must o ur at a z-event.
A minimum for A(z ) an be omputed in
O(n) time.
Proof.
The fun tion A(z) is given by A(z) = P wi jzbi
zai j , where zbi is the verti al oordinate of Mb in Ci , zai
orresponds to Ma, and wi is the weight (width) of Ci ,
as shown in Figure 3. Let i denote the verti al o set
of ea h horizontal segment in Mb from zb1. Thus we
have zbi = zb1 + i , and A(z) = P wi jzb1 (zai i)j.
Finally, noti e thatPthe term zai i is equal to zi. Thus
we obtain A(z) = wi jzi zb1j . This is a weighted sum
of distan es from zb1 to all the z-events. The minimum is
the weighted univariate median of all zi and an be found
in O(n) time [14℄. This median is the verti al oordinate
that zb1 must have so that A(z) is minimized. On e this
is done, it is straightforward to ompute the sum of areas
in linear time.
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Theorem 1.

Figure 2: Two orthogonal periodi melodies.
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Minimization with respe t to z
dire tion
In the rst algorithm, we will assume that both melodies
are xed in the  dire tion Without loss of generality, we
will assume that melody Ma is xed in both dire tions,
so all motion is relative to Ma. In Figure 1 we show the
area between two melodies, and a small shift of Mb in
the z dire tion.
To see how the area between the two melodies hanges
as Mb moves in the z dire tion, onsider a set of lines
de ned by all verti al segments of the melodies as shown
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Figure 3: Contribution of C4 to area al ulation.
shrinking Ci .
 WT = P wi : The sum of weights over su h leaves.
 WT0 = P wi : The sum of weights of the remaining
leaves in T .
This allows us to al ulate the weighted median of
all zi , by traversing the tree from root to leaf, always
hoosing the path that balan es the total weight on both
sides of the path. The time for this is O(log n).
Suppose that we shift Mb by some o set , whi h
is small enough su h that no verti al segments +overlap
during the shift. Ea h wi that ontributes to W must
be in reased by , and ea h wi that ontributes to W
must de rease by this amount. Instead of a tually updating all our inputs, we just maintain a global variable
representing the total o set in the  dire tion.
The total weight of a subtree T is now given by WT+ +
GT  + WT ST  + WT0 .
When we shift to a point that two verti al segments
share the same  oordinate, we potentially eliminate
some Ci , reate a new Ci , or hange type of Ci . There
is only a onstant number of su h events at ea h riti al  oordinate. The weight given to a reated leaf
must equal . Ea h of these events involves O(log n)
work to update the information stored in the an estors of
a newly inserted/deleted/altered leaf. There are O(n2 )
su h instan es where this must be done and where the
median must be re omputed, so the total time to ompute all andidate positions of Mb is O(n2 log n).
At every  oordinate where we re al ulate the median, we also need to al ulate the integral of area between the two melodies. For a given median z, the area
for those Ci for whi h z > zi has the form
Psummation
wi (z zi ).
This may be al ulated in O(log n) time if we know
the value of this summation for every subtree. In order
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Minimization with respe t to z
and  dire tions
If no verti al segments among Ma and Mb share the same
 oordinate, then Mb may be shifted in at least one of
the two dire tions  so that the sum of areas does not
in rease. This means that in order to nd the global
minimum, the only  oordinates that need to be onsidered are those where two verti al segments oin ide.
Thus our rst algorithm may be applied O(n2 ) times to
nd the global minimum in a total of O(n3 ) time.
We now propose a di erent approa h to improve this
time omplexity.
As des ribed in the previous se tion, for a given ,
the area minimization resembles the omputation of a
weighted univariate median. When we shift Mb by ,
we are essentially hanging the input weights to this median. Some Ci grow in width, some be ome narrower,
and some stay the same width. As we keep shifting,
at  oordinates where verti al segments oin ide, we
have the destru tion of a Ci and reation of another Ci .
An important observation is that the rate at whi h the
hanging Ci grow or shrink is unique at any given instant.
Let us store the z-events and their weights in the leaves
of a balan ed binary sear h tree. Ea h leaf represents
one Ci . The leaves are ordered by the value zi. Ea h
leaf also has a label to distinguish between Ci that are
growing, shrinking, or una e ted when Mb is shifted in
the positive  dire tion. At every node with subtree T
we store:
 GT : The number of leaves in T that represent growing Ci .
 WT+ = P wi : The sum of weights over su h leaves.
 ST : The number of leaves in T that represent
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to do this, we store some additional information at every node in our tree. Spe i ally, if we just onsider the
ontribution to this sum from leaves representing growing Ci , we have P+(wi + )(zP zi ). For a subtree
P T,
this be omes zWT + z
wi zi  zi . We
see
the P
additional information that we must store is
P wthat
zi . To handle shrinking weights, we must
i zi and
also store these two summations taken over the shrinking CP
i belonging to T . For una e ted weights, we just
need zi. All of these stored values may be updated in
O(log n) time when inserting/deleting leaves in the tree.
We must also perform this al ulation for all z-events
greater than z.
Sin e at every riti al  position we an al ulate the
median and integral of area in O(log n) time, we obtain
the following theorem:
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Given two orthogonal periodi melodies of
size n, an relative pla ement su h that the area between
the melodies is minimized an be omputed in O n2
n
time.

Theorem 2.
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4 Remarks
A spe ial ase of the general problem is to mat h two
melodies while varying only . This problem seems
to be just as diÆ ult as global mat hing. Extensions
may involve more ompli ated representations su h as
pie ewise-linear pit h, the use of integer weights/heights,
or the onsideration of s aling.
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